From our state-of-the-art software-based Ultra series to the Vista visual-tone series, we offer you a choice to meet your goals for patient satisfaction.

With our extensive line of nurse call products, you can select the most cost effective model to meet your specific needs.
The Ultra series is the most powerful system Intercall has to offer which combines the 6900 and 9000 series.

With the 9000 series answering a call is just a touch away with the all-in-one touch screen master station. It also makes programming and system changes quick and easy. Standard features include multiple lines of hands-free voice communications, LCD (liquid crystal display) to indicate system activity, staff locator, infrared detector interface, staff emergency button, a sophisticated microprocessor designed to allow the station to operate independently of a central exchange or master station.

What defines the 9000 series is the patient station’s revolutionary “room-to-room communications” capability. Room-to-room communication is when a staff member enters a patient’s room and presses the Presence button (or is detected by the optional infrared sensors), all calls in the system appear on the display and can be answered with 2-way voice communication at that location. A staff member can also place a call to a nurse by finding the nurse’s location on the LCD and originating a call to that room. The same technology is also applied to the staff/duty station. With the 9000 series, a call can be answered by any staff member anywhere. Both stations have the option for privacy handset.

The 6900 series is ideal for locations that do not require the full power of the 9000 series but still needs a high level of communications and signaling power. The 6900 stations have the same features as the 9000 with the exception of the LCD and room-to-room communications. These stations are compatible with the 9000 series and can be used in the same system. To further augment the power of the 6900, the system accepts the 9000 series staff/duty station.

Staff efficiency and patient satisfaction is Intercall’s primary goal. The Ultra’s powerful software answers this goal by giving the user total control over all aspects of their nurse call systems. The Ultra Series consists of two systems, the 9000 and 6900. These two systems encompass a broad array of options.

This exciting new series, whose capabilities are unmatched by any other nurse call provider, is our response to our customers need for a system that is not a “one size fits all.”
SOFTWARE WITH SO MANY POSSIBILITIES

Intercall’s Ultra software is the backbone of the Ultra Series. This powerful user-friendly Windows®-based software gives the staff endless options to customize communications. Once the program is set up to meet your needs changes to the many programmable features can be done in the hectic hospital environment on the fly.

PROGRAMMABLE FEATURES

- Associating staff members to rooms, patients to rooms, patient requirements, staff shifts, wireless phones (analog and VoIP), pagers and IR badges.
- Access to industry standard protocols, including HL7, through the hospital data network.
- All aspects of the calls can be programmed to the hospital’s preferences including call priority, dome colors and flashing rates, touch, icons and station indications.
- Set up management information reports.
LEGEND II
Available in 12- to 84-station capacities, the Legend II is an audio/visual multi-featured system designed to fulfill everyone's needs. The practical modular design allows for switch modules to be plugged in or out for ease of service as well as to increase the capacity of the system. The switch area is protected with a scratch resistant and easy-to-clean lexan overlay. Standard features include nurse call follower, group and all call paging. This system offers an optional third level of calling for staff emergency/code blue. Other options include service reminder, staff locator and master-to-master communications. The system also supports multiple masters.

EQUINOX II
The Equinox II is a microprocessor-based direct select audio/visual nurse call master station. This master can support up to three levels of calls (normal, emergency and code blue/staff emergency) and can accommodate 24 to 72 call locations. A large and easy to read liquid crystal display (LCD) is utilized for easy-to-follow step-by-step functional information. Calls are displayed by a green (incoming call) and red (answered call) LED located on each station button. Standard features include nurse follower, room audio scan, personal attention mode, staff page, zone page and all page. Options include service reminder, time clock, staff locator, staff emergency/code blue. The system also supports multiple masters to resolve unique logistical situations.

VISTA SERIES
The Vista series is a visual-tone nurse call system with annunciator panel master stations. The system can have up to three levels of calls (normal, emergency and code blue/staff emergency) and show up to 150 calls in the system. This series is ideal for applications that do not require voice communications. When a call is placed in the system both the associated indicator will light and a repeating tone will sound to alert the staff of the call. Intercall's Vista annunciator panels are available in 4 versions. The system is available in either 8, 16, 24 or 32 light panel. The VPL clean design emphasizes enhanced visibility by using large 1-inch diameter indicators and bright long-life LEDS. The attractive neutral colors and simple design allow the panels to easily blend with any decor. (2-level panels VPL108, 116, 124 and 132) (3-level panels VPL308, 316, 324 and 332). For facilities that require a visual only system with a larger capacity of patients, another VPL series is available, also in two and three levels of calls. These series were designed for applications where space is at premium. The viewing area for each location is 3/4” x 3/4” and large enough to be seen from a distance. Each location utilizes a super bright long life LED for higher visibility. Designations are front replaceable and can be easily changed. An attractive baked enamel metal faceplate with scratch resistant Lexan overlay for easy cleaning. (2-level panels VPL1050, 1100 and 1150) (3-level panels VPL3050, 3100 and 3150)
INTERCALL OFFERS THE MOST EXTENSIVE LINE OF PATIENT, STAFF & DUTY STATIONS

THE STATIONS SHOWN ON THESE PAGES ARE A SAMPLE OF OUR WIDE SELECTION.

PATIENT STATIONS

Patient stations are available in two basic models: the single bed unit and the dual bed station (for use by two patients.) Stations are available in 1-, 2-, 3- and 4-gang. Three and four-gang stations accommodate an array of optional features, including code blue, service reminder, event detector, intercom through the pillow speaker, bed exit alarm, status switch and connections to beds with side rail communications.

Staff / Duty & Staff stations provide the staff members with the facilities for engaging in two-way voice communications with the nurse control station. Examining rooms, day rooms and other services or public areas will use these stations for communication between medical staff members and the master station.

Duty stations have audio / visual indicators for the presence of three different levels of calls in the system: normal, emergency & staff emergency.

PILLOW SPEAKERS

are used with patient stations to provide call origination to the nurse control station as well as TV and light controls.

GERIATRIC

cordsets are used when the patient cannot hand-operate a call switch. The pancake design contains a switch to respond to body pressure.

PUSHBUTTON CORD

is used to place a patient call through a patient station. Hand conforming pendant for ease of operation.

PUSHBUTTON CORD

is used to place a patient call through a patient station, and to activate the patient light control.

PENDANTS

STAFF & DUTY STATIONS

EMERGENCY STATIONS

These stations are available with either a pushbutton or a pull cord.
Intercall strives to lead the industry in the design, development and manufacturing of the most advanced nurse call systems. We translate these advanced systems into value for our customers through our professional solutions and services nationwide. Our engineers also pride themselves in designing custom products for specific applications. Intercall’s nurse call systems are manufactured and assembled at its Long Island, New York, factory. All products are rigorously tested in our state-of-the-art laboratory before leaving the factory. Intercall products are UL® and ETL® listed for safety and durability.